Directed Energy Professional Society (DEPS)
Fellow Nomination Procedure

DIRECTED ENERGY PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY (DEPS)
FELLOW REFERENCE FORM

REFERENCE NAME -

Your name has been given by the nominator as a reference for the advancement of the following named
candidate to the DEPS grade of Fellow:

CANDIDATE NAME -

NOMINATOR NAME -

A person is considered to be qualified as a candidate for Fellow in the Directed Energy Professional
Society if the candidate personally has made highly notable and valuable contributions in the field of
Directed Energy and is a member of DEPS.
A candidate for Fellow should be recognized by associates and others for professional integrity as
well as for major technical advancements in the field of Directed Energy, effective leadership of
organizations that have conducted pioneering or complex programs, or noteworthy contributions to
the field of Directed Energy education. These should be weighed in light of the criteria listed below.
OVERALL QUALIFICATION
I consider the candidate to be: (mark only one)
exceptionally well-qualified for Fellow
well-qualified for Fellow
marginally qualified for Fellow
not qualified for Fellow
This judgment is based upon: (mark any that apply)
personal knowledge of the candidate
knowledge of the candidate's work

FACTORS
Rate the candidate on a seven-point scale on each of the following factors: (mark the box beneath the
appropriate rating)
Very Significant

Insignificant

Contributions to Technical Knowledge 7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Contributions through Application

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Contributions through Management
of Technical Resources

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Services to the Directed Energy
Profession

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Please describe your specific knowledge of the candidate's Directed Energy accomplishments that
support the above evaluation. Answers to the following questions will assist in the evaluation of the
candidate's qualifications: (Please use additional sheets if necessary)
A. What specific accomplishments merit Fellow election to DEPS?

B. Where does the candidate stand in relation to the recognized leaders in the field?

C. What impact has the candidate's contributions made on the fields of Directed Engineering
science, engineering, or society?

D. If candidate's contributions involved a team effort, what were the candidate's specific
contributions?

Signature _______________________________________Date ____________________

Please return this form directly to DEPS at the address below.
Directed Energy Professional Society
7770 Jefferson Street NE, Suite 440
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87109
Or by e-mail

to office@deps.org. E -mail submissions are preferred. If submitted by mail, please include

an electronic copy on disk.

